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Zusammenfassung
This report summarizes the implementation of a supernova simulation. The simulation is based on the Euler equations, using an upwind
s heme for integration. Vis osity as well as

ooling are

onsidered. In-

tegration is improved by various methods su h as staggered grid and
van Leer integration. Star formation is implemented as proposed in
the exer ise.
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Introdu tion

This report should not be onsidered as an instru tion for implementing a SN
in hydro ode. It is simply a summary of how I resolved any issues en ountered
while writing the ode.
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2.1

Setup
Parametrization

Normalization :

Physi al quantities are onverted into the following units:
[L] = 1 p
[T ] = 10000 years = t4
[M] = M⊙

This also in ludes energy.
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Physi al parameters :

The model is mostly based on following marginal onditions:
quantity
value of quantity
adiabati index γ
5/3
supernova energy
1051 erg
supernova remnant
3 M⊙
inner region
2p
mole ular weight
0.62
ISM density
1 m−3
ISM temperate
10000K

value in [p /t4 /M⊙ ℄
1.667
5258 M⊙ p 2 t−2
4
3 M⊙
2p
0.0152 M⊙ p

−3

Implementation parameters :

As grid size I hoose ∆r = 0.1 p . A ner grid does not hange the results
signi antly. To avoid singularities, as a te hni al pre aution, I always assume
a minimal energy density ρǫ equivalent to 10000 K. This is espe ially ru ial
for the ooling.
quantity
value
grid size ∆r
0.1 p
minimal energy density ρǫ
equivalent to 10000 K
0.5
vis osity fa tor C1
CFL parameter for time step
0.2
2.2

Implementation

Variables :

Besides time tra king variables, the whole status of the system at a point in
time t is ompletly des ribed by the matrix
state(1 : 4, −1 : n)
The asso iation to the physi al quantities is given by the following orrelations:
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state(1, k) ⇔ ρtk
t+ 1

state(2, k) ⇔ mk+21

2

state(3, k) ⇔ (ρǫ)tk
t+ 1

state(4, k) ⇔ ρk+21

2

The index k represents the ell with enter-distan e k∆r from the origin.
Negative indexes are required as ghost ells.

Physi al identities :

For onversion of physi al quantities, the following identities are used:
T = (γ − 1)

ρǫ
nkB

ρ
µmP
P = (γ − 1)ρǫ
n =

Gradient and Divergen e :

The divergen e is handled as proposed in the le ture:
df
dr
d(r 2 a(r))
~
∇ · a(r)
=
3
d( r3 )
∇f (r) =

Initialization :

The overall initial SN energy is put into kineti energy. Nevertheless, as already mentioned, a minimum energy density equivalent to 10000 K is maintained to ensure a realisti environment. At dis ontinuities smearing over
N = 5 ells is introdu ed as proposed. Sin e the spread of the simulation is
a-priori known, allo ation is done before.
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Staggered grid :

The Euler equations are forwarded onse utively as presented in the le ture
on July 9th.
1. Euler II at (xi+ 21 /tj+ 21 )
2. Euler I at (xi+ 12 /tj+ 21 )
3. re al ulate velo ities at (xi+ 21 /tj+ 21 )
4. Euler I upwind s heme at (xi /tj+1 )
5. Euler III upwind s heme at (xi /tj+1 )

Van Leer tangent method :

The van Leer tangent method is implemented for the density equation (Euler
I) and the energy equation (Euler III) as dis ussed in the le ture.

Boundary onditions :

Boundary onditions are not essential for this implementation. My approa h
is, to opy the most outer ell into the ghost ell. This pra ti e has proved
to be good enough.

Arti ial vis osity :

The arti al vis osity is implemented as des ribed in the problem des ription. Pay attention, that the vis osity parameter C1 from the exer ise is not
dimensionless and has to be adjusted. The time step al ulation is extended
a ordingly.

Cell-shaping :

The running time of this simulation is in the range of a few minutes. Also
the memory requirements are small, sin e we are only dealing with a onedimensional model. Therefore it is not required to stret h the ells in the outer
regions. However, there is far more room for performan e improvements by
only al ulating the relevant ells around the shell.
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Cooling :

The temperate T is derived from ρ and ρǫ using the relation
ρǫ
· fT
ρ
≈ 479113.1796

T =
fT

For the ooling fun tion Γ(T ), linear interpolation between the given nodes
is su ient, sin e the fun tion is smooth. Always keep in mind
[Γ] =

[M] · [L]5
[T ]3

To get an appropriate ooling time step, I use
d(ρǫ)
∆t
dt

ρǫ

< 0.1

d(ρǫ)
= −n2 Γ(T )
dt

As an option, I also reated the possibility to fall ba k to impli it temperature
al ulation by setting
impli it_ ooling = 1
in the initial part of the ode. Impli it temperature al ulation an speed
up the simulation, sin e the ooling time step does not de rease with large
temperature gradients. My experien e from this proje t is, that swit hing
from expli it to impli it ooling only auses small hanges in the simulation
results.

Heating :

Heating is not implemented as too mu h information is ambiguous to me.

Star formation :

After 50 Myrs the shell has traveled about 55.4 p . At this point, the width
of the shell is about 2 p , holding a mass of about 10735 M⊙. The exer ise
assumes, that at a star formation rate of 10% and a SN probability of 1%,
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1
about 1000
of that mass returns as energy. The underlying energy produ tion
51
is 10 erg/M⊙ .
I inje t this energy equally distributed to the shell1 . Further I redu e
the density of the shell by the star formation rate of 10%, whi h is only a
osmeti orre tion. The momentum within the shell has to be abandoned
and therefore set to zero.

Output :

The result of the Fortran program is input for bottom-up perl-s ripts. This
is also the reason for the (on the rst glimpse) not so ni e format.
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Results

Major simulations :

When using arti ial vis osity and ooling, after 50 Myrs, dis repan ies to
the theoreti al predi tions are less then 5%. It is essential to use arti ial
vis osity, in parti ular when ooling is applied. If ooling is disregarded,
the fra tion between the density of the sho ked gas ns and the density of
the unperturbed ISM n0 falls from about 5 at the end of the free expansion
phase to 4.2 after 50 Myrs, oming lose to the theoreti al value of 4. Cooling
auses an in rease in this ratio, up to a fa tor of 22 after about 40 Myrs, before
the density of the sho ked gas starts de lining slowly. The simulations with
variable ISM densities illustrate, that in a denser medium the sho k wave
naturally expands at a slower pa e. Table 1 gives an overview of the most
important results.

Visualization :

To illustrate the extension of the sho k wave for the dierent parameters,
I reated some sho k wave les. All the following seven animations an be
found on my homepage in the proje t folder for the numeri al pra ti al2.
• 10 Myrs - with vis osity - without ooling - ISM 1 m−3
• 10 Myrs - with vis osity - with ooling - ISM 1 m−3
• 50 Myrs - with vis osity - without ooling - ISM 1 m−3
1 any

other distribution as e.g. Gaussian does not show sigi ant hanges
alAstronomy/

2 http://www.kenn.at/Numeri
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sim. time n[ m−3 ℄ vis .
1.33 Myrs
1
1.33 Myrs
1
+
10 Myrs
1
10 Myrs
1
+
10 Myrs
1
10 Myrs
1
+
50 Myrs
1
50 Myrs
1
+
50 Myrs
1
50 Myrs
1
+
50 Myrs
1
+
50 Myrs
1
+
50 Myrs
2
+
50 Myrs
3
+

ooling predi tion shell dist. shell width
14.6 p
11.6 p
1.4 p
14.6 p
14.3 p
2.1 p
36.7 p
23.5 p
2.1 p
36.7 p
29.1 p
3.3 p
expl.
36.7 p
21.9 p
1.3 p
expl.
36.7 p
26.3 p
1.3 p
58.1 p
57.3 p
4.9 p
58.1 p
65.9 p
7.0 p
expl.
58.1 p
49.1 p
2.0 p
expl.
58.1 p
55.4 p
2.0 p
impl.
58.1 p
55.4 p
2.0 p
58.1 p
65.9 p
7.0 p
48.6 p
42.0 p
7.7 p
43.7 p
39.3 p
7.5 p

Tabelle 1: Summary of the most important simulations
• 50 Myrs - with vis osity - with and without ooling - ISM 1 m−3
• 50 Myrs - with vis osity - with ooling - ISM 1 m−3 - moving grid
• 50 Myrs - with vis osity - impli it ooling - ISM 1 m−3
• 50 Myrs - with vis osity - no ooling - ISM 1,2,3 m−3

Star formation :

I tried three dierent distributions to inje t energy into the shell: equally
distributed, triangle distributed and Gaussian distributed. Unfortunately, in
all my experiments, the system ollapsed within latest 0.8 Myrs after the
inje tion of energy due to negative densities. I therefore also tried to spread
the energy on a wider range - without su ess. Finally I heated by assigning
stabelizing momenta. With this approa h I got physi ally unrealisti results.
However, the star formation pro ess is at least theoreti ally overed in my
sour e ode.
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